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In cultured cells, little if any mRNA accumulates from an intronless version of the human gene for
triosephosphate isomerase (TPI), a gene that normally contains six introns. By deleting introns either
individually or in combinations, it was demonstrated by Northern (RNA) blot hybridization that while the
deletion of a greater number of introns generally results in a lower level of product mRNA, not all introns
contribute equally to mRNA formation. For example, intron 1 appeared to be dispensable, at least when the
remaining introns are present, but deletion of the last intron, intron 6, reduced the level of product mRNA to
51% of normal. To determine how intron 6 contributes to mRNA formation, partial deletions of intron 6 were
constructed and analyzed. Deletion of the lariat and acceptor splice sites or the donor, lariat, and acceptor
splice sites, each of which precluded removal of the intron 6 sequences that remained, reduced the level of
product mRNA to <1 or 27% of normal, respectively. As measured by RNase mapping and cDNA sequencing,
the decrease in mRNA abundance that was attributable to the complete and partial intron 6 deletions was

accompanied by an increase in the abundance of pre-mRNA that lacked a mature 3' end, i.e., that was neither
cleaved nor polyadenylated. We infer from these and other data that sequences within the final intron facilitate
proper 3'-end formation, possibly through an association with the components of a productive spliceosome.

Genomic constructs of protein-encoding genes are often
expressed more efficiently than their intronless counterparts.
In some cases, this is attributable to the presence within one
or more introns of enhancers or other cis-acting elements
that influence transcription initiation or elongation (24, 34).
In other cases, introns may contain sequences that influence
nucleosome composition and/or binding so as to augment the
accessibility of chromosome domains to transcription or
elongation factors (47). Additionally, introns may generally
facilitate aspects of nuclear RNA processing, nuclear RNA
stability, and/or mRNA transport to the cytoplasm, possibly
as a function of a productive association with spliceosomes
and other ribonucleoprotein particles and the consequential
metabolic events that include but are not limited to splicing
(14).
Evidence exists that the abnormally low level of mRNA

that derives from many (5-7, 12, 17, 19-21, 40, 43) but not all
(2, 35, 48) intron-containing genes when they are expressed
in intron-free form is the result of inefficiencies in RNA
processing. These inefficiencies manifest as a decrease in
RNA stability in the nucleus and an impairment in RNA
export to the cytoplasm (28, 43). Considering introns indi-
vidually and disregarding the special cases of alternative
RNA splicing (29, 32, 45), the role of the final intron in
posttranscriptional RNA processing is best understood.
Niwa et al. (39) have demonstrated for a chimeric RNA
containing a single adenovirus intron upstream of the late
simian virus 40 (SV40) polyadenylation signal that in nuclear
extracts polyadenylation precedes splicing in an intron-
dependent manner. The intron sequences that function in
polyadenylation were found to comprise the splice acceptor
site but not the splice donor site (39). Essentially the same

conclusion was reached by Alwine and coworkers (11) when
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transfecting COS cells with constructs that consisted of the
chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (CAT) gene flanked by
the SV40 late gene promoter-leader and polyadenylation
signals. The results of both studies were interpreted to
indicate that definition of the 5' end of the final exon by
spliceosome assembly at the acceptor site of the upstream
intron accelerates the rate of RNA 3' end formation, i.e.,
endonucleolytic cleavage and, subsequently, polyadenyla-
tion. This interpretation is consistent with the finding, by
transient cell transfection, that the presence of an intron
within an RNA targets that RNA toward the polyadenylation
pathway (23, 41). In fact, the presence of an intron can
influence the way in which at least one nuclear factor
associates with the RNA sequences that direct polyadenyl-
ation. This was evident with the demonstration that cross-
linking of the heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein C
polypeptide to RNA sequences within the SV40 late polyad-
enylation site is altered by the insertion of an intron,
although the functional significance of the alteration is not
understood (46). Conversely, mutation of the AAUAAA
polyadenylation signal has been shown by using nuclear
extracts to depress splicing of the final intron but not the
penultimate intron (37). Somewhat at odds with the data that
functionally link the final intron to the process of 3'-end
formation was the finding that the same chimeric RNA that
was used in the Niwa et al. (39) study could be cleaved and
polyadenylated after it had been spliced, provided that it was
first extracted from agarose and deproteinized (36). The
kinetics of cleavage and polyadenylation were similar to
those for the unspliced species and, therefore, contraindi-
cated a role of the final intron in 3'-end formation. We
rationalized that studies using intact cells so that all cellular
factors would be present at physiological concentrations
should help to resolve the function of the final intron in
3'-end formation. If a function were indicated, then it would
also be possible to localize the relevant intron sequences by
deletion analysis.

In this report, we begin to examine in cultured cells the
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role of introns on the posttranscriptional processes of RNA
that encodes the glycolytic enzyme triosephosphate isomer-
ase (TPI). We have found that processing of the transcripts
that derive from the transient expression of a human TPI
gene in mouse L cells is qualitatively and quantitatively
similar to the processing of transcripts that derive from the
endogenous TPI gene of a human melanoma cell line. Thus,
transient transfection should provide a biologically sound
means to determine the effects of specific mutations within
the TPI gene on the metabolism of bona fide TPI RNA. By
transient transfection, the effect on mRNA production of
deleting introns individually and in combinations has been
quantitated by Northern (RNA) blot analysis. Additionally,
the functional interplay between splice sites within the final
intron (intron 6) and efficient 3'-end formation has been
examined by RNase mapping and cDNA sequencing. While
many laboratories have shown that splicing and polyadenyl-
ation can proceed independently in vitro (for a review, see
references 27 and 51), our data are consistent with the idea
(11, 23, 37-39, 41, 49) that the two reactions are coupled by
the process of spliceosome assembly on the last intron.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell culture. The human melanoma cell line Malme-3 was
grown in RPMI 1640 medium containing 10% bovine calf
serum. Mouse Ltk- cells were grown in minimal essential
medium containing 10% fetal calf serum and 5% bovine calf
serum.

Construction of pMT-TPI DNAs that lack one or more TPI
gene introns. pMT-TPI A(introns 2-6) was created by the
trimolecular ligation of the 1.3-kbp NcoI-FspI fragment that
spans exon 1 through exon 2 of the TPI gene, the 527-bp
FspI-EcoRI fragment that spans exon 2 through exon 7 of
TPI cDNA, and the 3.4-kbp EcoRI-NcoI fragment that
consists of the distal end of exon 7 of the TPI gene, all of
pUC13, the MT-1 promoter, and the proximal end of exon 1
of the TPI gene. The proximal end of exon 7 plus 1.1 kbp of
3'-flanking sequences were then inserted at the EcoRI site as
a 1.6-kbp EcoRI fragment.
pMT-TPI A(introns 3-6) was created by the bimolecular

ligation of the 5.8-kbp BclI-BclI fragment that consists of the
distal end of exon 7 of the TPI gene, all of pUC13, exon 1
through exon 3 of the TPI gene, and the 1.14-kbp BclI-BclI
fragment that spans exon 3 through exon 7 of TPI cDNA.
pMT-TPI A(intron 1) was created by the trimolecular

ligation of the 190-bp NcoI-FspI fragment that spans exon 1
through exon 2 of TPI cDNA, the 1.4-kbp FspI-EcoRI
fragment that spans exon 2 through exon 7 of the TPI gene,
and the 3.4-kbp EcoRI-NcoI fragment. The 1.6-kbp EcoRI
fragment was then inserted at the EcoRI site.
pMT-TPI A(introns 1,6) was created by the trimolecular

ligation of the 190-bp NcoI-FspI fragment of TPI cDNA, the
1.3-kbp FspI-EcoRI fragment that was isolated from pMT-
TPI A(intron 6) (10) and spans exon 2 through exon 7, and
the 3.4-kbp EcoRI-NcoI fragment. The 1.6-kbp EcoRI frag-
ment was then inserted at the EcoRI site.
pMT-TPI A(introns 2,6) was created by the trimolecular

ligation of the 1.38-kbp NcoI-BclI fragment that was isolated
from pMT-TPI A(introns 2-6) and spans exon 1 through exon
3, the 1.1-kbp BclI-EcoRI fragment that was isolated from
pMT-TPI A(introns 1-5) and spans exon 3 through exon 7,
and the 3.4-kbp EcoRI-NcoI fragment. The 1.6-kbp EcoRI
fragment was then inserted at the EcoRI site.
pMT-TPI A(intron 2) was created by the trimolecular

ligation of the 1.38-kbp NcoI-BclI fragment that was isolated

from pMT-TPI A(introns 2-5) and spans exon 1 through exon
3, the 1.24-kbp BclI-EcoRI fragment that spans exon 3
through exon 7 of the TPI gene, and the 3.4-kbp EcoRI-NcoI
fragment. The 1.6-kbp EcoRI fragment was then inserted at
the EcoRI site.
pMT-TPI A(introns 1-6) was created from pMT-TPI by

replacing the 3.1-kbp NcoI-NcoI fragment that spans exon 1
through exon 7 with the corresponding 1.1-kbp NcoI-NcoI
fragment of TPI cDNA (30).

Construction of pMT-TPI DNAs that contain partial dele-
tions of intron 6. A 34-bp deletion of the lariat and acceptor
sites (A 5' TCTTGACCAAGCCCTTGTTCTGCTCCCTTCC
CAG 3' of the sense strand) within TPI gene intron 6 was
introduced into subclones of the 660-bp PstI-EcoRI fragment
from pMT-TPIn°0 (10) by using the mutagenic oligonucleo-
tide 5' CCCAGTCACAGAGCAATGGGATGAGTCTGCC
3' and the method of Kunkel et al. (26) as previously
described (10). A 6-bp deletion of the donor site (A 5'
GTGAGT 3' of the sense strand) of this intron was then
introduced by using the mutagenic oligonucleotide 5' CCGG
GAACCAAAGCCACTCCATAAATGA 3'. All mutagenized
fragments were sequenced in their entirety before being used
to reconstruct pMT-TPI plasmids (13). Subsequent to recon-
struction, the HgiAI site in exon 6 of each of these con-
structs was treated with Klenow to generate a 4-bp deletion
which restored the site of translation termination to normal.

Construction of pSPTPI templates. Derivatives of the TPI
gene were constructed in pSP65 in order to provide DNA
templates for the synthesis of nonradioactive TPI RNAs
with SP6 RNA polymerase (Promega). To construct
pSPTPI/c, the 110-bp BssHII-SacI fragment of the TPI gene
that extends from 1 bp upstream of the transcription initia-
tion site to the middle of exon 1 was inserted into pSD3 (a
gift from P. Good and J. Mertz). Prior to insertion, pSD3 was
cleaved with EcoRI and SacI, and both insert and vector
were made blunt with Klenow. Next, the 1,120-bp SacI-PstI
fragment of TPI cDNA (30) was inserted into the SacI and
PstI sites of M13mpl8. This fragment extends from exon 1
up to and including the (A. T)14 (C. G)15 sequence residing
immediately downstream of the final exon. By oligonucleo-
tide-directed mutagenesis, the (A. T)14 (C. G)15 region was
specifically deleted. pSPTPI/c was then generated by insert-
ing the resulting SacI-PstI fragment of TPI cDNA into the
Sacl and SmaI sites of the above-described derivative of
pSD3. Prior to insertion, the 3' overhang of the PstI site was
removed with Klenow. For RNA synthesis, pSPTPI/c was
linearized immediately downstream of the tract of 60 to 80
A. T bp with HindIII. The synthesized RNA differs from
bone fide TPI mRNA in having an additional 12 nucleotides
(nt) at the 5' end and an additional 7 nt immediately upstream
of the poly(A) tract. pSPTPI/c+3' was constructed by re-
placing the 735-bp NdeI-HindIII fragment of pSPTPI/c,
which includes the last 365 bp of exon 7 and 3'-flanking
sequences including the A. T base pair tract, with the
642-bp NdeI-PvuII fragment of the TPI gene, which includes
the last 365 bp of exon 7 and 277 bp of 3' flanking DNA. Prior
to in vitro RNA synthesis, pSPTPI/c+3' was linearized with
PvuII. RNA synthesized from pSPTPI/c+3' was identical to
RNA synthesized from pSPTPI/c, except that the poly(A)
tract and the 7 nt immediately upstream of the tract were
replaced by the 277 nt that normally reside downstream of
the TPI gene.

Cell transfections and RNA purifications. Test plasmids
were derivatives of pMT-TPI in which the mouse MT-1
promoter including 6 bp of adjacent 5' untranslated region
was inserted 1 bp upstream of the transcription initiation site
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of the complete TPI gene with a synthetic BamHI linker (13).
The reference plasmid, pMT-Gl, harbored a hybrid human-
mouse 3-globin gene that, like the TPI gene in the pMT-TPI
constructs, was driven by the MT-1 promoter (10). Mouse
Ltk- cells were transfected at 60 to 80% confluency with
DEAE-dextran and a 3.15 M excess of a pMT-TPI test
plasmid relative to the pMT-Gl reference plasmid (a total of
24 ,ug/15-cm dish unless otherwise specified) basically as
described previously (10), except that 5% bovine calf serum
was substituted for 5% Nuserum. Total, nuclear, and cyto-
plasmic RNAs were isolated 36 h after transfection (13).
Poly(A)+ and poly(A)- RNAs were isolated by two passages
through a column of oligo(dT)-cellulose (1).
RNA blot analysis. Total RNA (25 ,ug) was denatured with

glyoxal, electrophoresed in a 1.5% agarose gel (33), and
transferred to a nylon membrane (Zeta-bind). Blot hybrid-
ization was performed with two DNA fragments that had
been 32p labeled by random priming (16). MT-TPI RNA was
detected with a 300-bp NcoI-NdeI fragment that derived
from the 3' untranslated region of human TPI cDNA. MT-Gl
RNA was detected with a 170-bp BalI-DraI fragment that
derived from exon 3 of the mouse pmair-globin gene. Hy-
bridization and washing conditions were such that human
but not mouse TPI RNA was detected (10).
RNA probe synthesis and RNase mapping. A fragment of

the TPI gene and mouse 'maor-globin cDNA were inserted,
respectively, into pGEM3Z and pGEM4Z DNAs (Promega)
downstream of and in opposite orientation to the T7 pro-
moter in order to serve as templates for the synthesis of
32P-labeled antisense RNA. The 642-bp NdeI-PvuII of the
TPI gene, which includes 365 bp of the 3' untranslated region
and 277 bp of 3'-flanking DNA, was used to map the
cleavage and polyadenylation sites of TPI RNA. The 235-bp
BamHI-MboII fragment from mouse 3maJr-globin cDNA,
which includes 19 bp of exon 2 and 216 bp of exon 3, was
used to control for experimental variations. The pGEM3Z/
TPI construct was linearized with Hindlll, and the
pGEM4Z/Gl construct was linearized with EcoRI, and each
linearized product was transcribed in vitro with T7 poly-
merase (Promega) and [at-32P]GTP (Amersham). The result-
ing transcripts were mixed in hybridization buffer (Ambion)
with either L-cell RNA, Malme-3 cell RNA, or sense RNA
that had been synthesized in vitro from one of the pSPTPI
constructs or the pGEM4Z/Gl construct with SP6 poly-
merase. After denaturation, the hybridization temperature
was allowed to drop from 85 to 55°C over a period of 12 to 16
h. Hybrids were exposed to RNase A and RNase T1 (Am-
bion) for 30 min at 37°C, concentrated by precipitation,
denatured, and electrophoresed in an 8.3 M urea-5% poly-
acrylamide gel. Quantitative analysis was performed with a
PhosphorImager (Molecular Dynamics).
The polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and analysis. cDNA

was synthesized from 0.8 to 1.5 ,ug of poly(A)+ RNA with
the mouse mammary leukemia virus reverse transcriptase
(Superscript, GIBCO-BRL) and 100 pmol of the primer P2
(5' CCCAAGCl'l'G'll'''l''' 3'). The 3' end of P2 is
complementary to poly(A) and harbors a HindIII site sur-
rounded by sequences that ensure efficient cleavage by the
enzyme when in the context of double-stranded DNA.
Amplification was then carried out with Taq polymerase
(Perkin-Elmer Cetus), an additional 100 pmol of P2, and 100
pmol of P1 (5' GATGGCTGCAGTCCAACGTCTC 3'),
which harbors a PstI site. After 25 amplification cycles,
reaction products were gel purified, digested with PstI and
HindIII, gel purified again, and inserted into M13mpl8
DNA. Recombinant single-stranded M13 DNAs were se-

quenced by dideoxy chain termination. The universal primer
was used to obtain the sequence that resided upstream of the
poly(A) tract. The primer P3 (5' ATTCGGGCTTGAGGGA
AG 3'), which is perfectly complementary to exon 7 of TPI
cDNA, was used reconfirm the intron 6 sequence.

RESULTS

The introns in MT-TPI pre-mRNA are not functionally
equivalent. In previous studies, sequences specific to TPI
gene introns were not found to influence TPI promoter
function (4). In these studies, the level of mRNA that was
produced as a result of transcription initiation from a
2,800-bp promoter fragment of the human TPI gene was
comparable regardless of whether the TPI gene, including all
of its six introns, or the human P-globin gene, including both
of its two introns, had been placed downstream. The level of
mRNA that was produced by analogous constructs in which
transcription initiated from a 595-bp promoter fragment of
the TPI gene (4) was also comparable, albeit slightly (1.3-
fold) lower than when the 2,800-bp promoter fragment
directed transcription. However, TPI gene introns do appear
to influence posttranscriptional RNA processes, since the
level of mRNA that was produced by a construct that
harbored TPI cDNA in the place of the TPI gene was barely
detectable (see below).
To examine further the posttranscriptional contribution of

TPI introns to gene expression, TPI gene variants that
precisely lacked one or more introns were constructed with
pMT-TPI, a plasmid that harbored a normal TPI gene that
was driven by the mouse (m) metallothionein (MT)-1 pro-
moter rather than the TPI promoter (10, 13) (Fig. 1). Each
variant was transiently expressed in mouse L cells together
with a reference plasmid, pMT-Gl, in which a hybrid human-
mouse ,-globin gene was likewise driven by the mMT-1
promoter (10). The reference plasmid served to control for
variations in transfection efficiency and RNA recovery.
After transfection, total L-cell RNA was isolated, and MT-
TPI and MT-Gl gene expression was quantitated by North-
ern blot hybridization (Fig. 2).
Each of the intronless variants that was tested produced

an abnormally low level of mRNA with the exception of
A(intron 1), the variant that lacked only intron 1 (Fig. 1 and
2; see Fig. 4, lane 4). Intron 1 also appeared to be dispens-
able when analyzed in cis with the deletion of intron 6
[compare A(intron 6) to A(introns 1,6)]. By itself, intron 1
was ineffective in producing a significant level of mRNA. In
contrast to the deletion of intron 1, the deletion of intron 2 or
intron 6 reduced the mRNA level to 17 and 51% of normal,
respectively. In cis, the effects of the intron 2 and 6 deletions
were cumulative. One or a combination of introns 3 through
5 also contributed to mRNA production, as evident from the
very low level (<12% of normal) of mRNA produced by
A(introns 3-6), A(introns 2-6), and the completely intronless
variant, A(introns 1-6). The results of nuclear run-on analy-
ses indicated that none of the introns significantly increase
the rate of transcription initiation (unpublished data). The
level of MT-TPI gene transcription was not altered by the
deletion of introns 3 through 6 and was reduced no more than
twofold by the deletion of all introns. Therefore, some of the
introns must contribute to the posttranscriptional processing
of MT-TPI RNA, and the degree of contribution is not the
same for all introns. Furthermore, splicing per se is not
sufficient for the efficient production of MT-TPI mRNA.
None of the intron deletions created an internal exon that is
larger than 300 nt, the maximum length that is believed to be
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and termination codons, respectively. Tk
TPInorm mRNA (norm) was calculated by N
tion (Fig. 2) and represents the average
performed experiments.

allowable without causing difficulties ir
spliceosome assembly (22, 42). Thus,
mRNA that is characteristic of the intro
not be attributable to inefficient or im
cause of the creation of an excessively
tent with this, none of the intronless
A+rh 1,A%xdA ^f ch">-llA ir"l

A( intron 2) 17 FIG. 2. Analysis by Northern blot hybridization of the pMT-TPI
intronless variants. Mouse L cells (3 x 107/15 cm) were cotrans-
fected with 12 ,ug of the specified pMT-TPI construct and 12 ,ug of

A( intron 6) 51 pMT-Gl DNA. Total cellular RNA (25 jig) from the transfected L
cells was denatured, electrophoresed in agarose, transferred to a
nylon membrane, and cohybridized with the 32P-labeled 300-bp

A( introns 1,6 ) 42 NdeI-NcoI fragment of TPI cDNA and the 32P-labeled 170-bp
BalI-DraI fragment of the mouse praior-globin gene. The level of
each MT-TPI mRNA was normalized to the level of MT-Gl mRNA

A ( introns 2,6 ) 5 and then calculated as a percentage of MT-TPIn°,, mRNA. In each
experiment, the percentage of MT-TPIn,rm mRNA was defined as

A ( introns 3-6) 12 100. The data for A(intron 6) are shown in Fig. 4, lane 4. The data forA(introns 1-6) are not shown.

A ( introns 2-6) 3

In order to determine if the slightly larger-than-normal size
A ( introns 1-6) < 1 of the mRNA produced by the A(don/lar-acc) variant corre-sponded to intron 6 sequences that remained unprocessed,
s in the pMT-TPI con- as was expected, and in order to assess the exon 6-exon 7
trons. The stippled bar junction within the mRNAs produced by the remaining three
gment that harbors the constructs, cDNA of MT-TPI RNA was synthesized with
lines designate, respec- RNA from each of the L-cell transfections. The cDNA was
p of human DNA that amplified by the polymerase chain reaction (PCR), and
that is present in each individual amplification products were cloned and se-
the translation initiation quenced from the distal end of exon 6 to the proximal end of
se percentage of MT- exon 7. Results indicated that RNA produced by the A(lar-
lorthern blot hybridiza- acc) construct was, indeed, present and contained the re-
of three independently maining 94 nt of intron 6. Also as expected, mRNA produced

by the A(don/lar-acc) construct contained the remaining 88
nt of intron 6, and mRNA that derived from the A(intron 6)

..exndeiitoconstruct completely lacked intron 6 sequences and har-
n exon definltlon and bored exon 6 precisely juxtaposed to exon 7 (data not
the reduced level of shown). Thus, none of these deletions resulted in the use of
nless variants should cryptic splice sites within either of the flanking exons.
accurate splicing be- Furthermore, the size of each product mRNA that was
large exon. Consis- detected by Northern blot hybridization (Fig. 4) was consis-

variants produced a tent with the sequence data, suggesting that none of the
eL4ecIaD1e IeVeI OI aDnormaiiy s1ize mA1ni-.
Sequences within intron 6 influence the efficiency of mRNA

production. In order to begin to understand the role of
individual introns in the production of MT-TPI mRNA, the
effects of two deletions within intron 6 were examined in the
presence of all other introns. The first deletion, A(lar-acc),
removed the distal-most 34 bp of the intron that comprise the
lariat and acceptor splice sites; the second deletion, A(don/
lar-acc), removed an additional 6 bp at the extreme proximal
end of the intron that comprise the donor splice site (Fig. 3).
Initially, the effects of each deletion on MT-TPI mRNA
abundance and size were analyzed by Northern blot hybrid-
ization (Fig. 4). TPI mRNA of the human melanoma cell line
Malme-3 was analyzed in parallel. The deletion A(lar-acc)
reduced the level of MT-TPI mRNA so that it was barely
detectable, whereas the deletion A(don/lar-acc) reduced the
level of mRNA, on average, to 27% of normal. Each of these
partial intron 6 deletions was more deleterious to gene
expression than was A(intron 6), the complete intron 6
deletion, which reduced the level of mRNA, on average, to
51% of normal.

200 bp

o _ a ol 0 o
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z M cc S Z Z z Z 0 u

ATG _' TGA _

GTGAGT ( 88bp ) TCTTGACCAAGCCCTTGTTCTGCTCCCTTCCCAG
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FIG. 3. Structure of the MT-TPI gene and the intron 6 deletions.
The sequences deleted at the donor and lariat-acceptor sites of
intron 6, the last intron, are specified below the diagram of the gene,
to either side of the remaining 88 bp of the intron. Not all cleavage
sites within the TPI gene for the enzymes RsaI and PvuII are shown.
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essed intron 6 sequences. However, the
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reduction in mRNA abundance by delet:
6. The deletion restored the translation
each mRNA to normal but did not affe
(data not shown). This result was ex
nonsense codons downstream of the mid
affect the abundance of MT-TPI mRNA

Sequences within intron 6 influence thi
formation. Experiments were designed t(
of MT-TPI mRNA that derived from
MT-TPI constructs with the efficience
formation. Proper 3'-end formation v

RNase mapping to localize the 3' termini
total or nuclear and cytoplasmic fractio
cells. The probe consisted of a uniforn
tisense transcript of 699 nt, 642 of whic
gene sequences that included 365 nt of
region and 277 nt of 3'-flanking DNA
mapping was made quantitative by con(
for RNA that derived from the referenc4
with another uniformly 32P-labeled, ant
298 nt, 235 of which consisted of mouse I
that included 19 nt of exon 2 and 216 nt
The MT-TPI RNA produced in L c

construct, like the endogenous TPI RNA
Malme-3 cells, protected several region

3Ime-3 L from digestion. For total, nuclear, and cytoplasmic RNA,
el,sCells the most abundant of these regions migrated broadly at 365

nt (Fig. 5A, lanes 1 and 6; Fig. 5B, lanes 1, 2, 11, and 12).
Analysis of both MT-TPI mRNA and the TPI mRNA of
Malme-3 cells by PCR amplifying, cloning, and sequencing
individual cDNAs of each mRNA (see below) indicated that

- - kkb the breadth of the protected fragments reflects mostly in-
complete cleavage of the probe by RNases A and T1 rather

. 2 37 than a significant amount of heterogeneity at the 3' termini.

18 S In fact, protection of a single 365-nt portion of the probe was
predicted on the basis of previous sequence analyses of TPI

3*l cDNA clones that derived from adult liver (30). Thus, the
protected fragments that migrated at or around 365 nt were
likely the result of hybridization to both MT-TPI and TPI
mRNAs that terminated at the most frequently used cleav-
age and polyadenylation site, which will be referred to as
pA. Consistent with this interpretation, RNA that was
synthesized in vitro from an intronless TPI DNA template
(pSPTPI/c) and that terminated with a synthetic tract of

5 6 poly(A) at the pA site protected the same fragments (Fig.
- - % of norm SA, lane 7).
zation of the effects of Other nuclease-resistant regions of the TPI probe that
[t-TPofmRNA Mousetsof were protected by transcripts from both the normal MT-TPI
he specified pMT-TPI allele as well as the TPI gene of Malme-3 cells consisted of
cellular RNA (25 ,ug) approximately 642 and 446 nt. The 642-nt fragment, which
untransfected mouse L was detected with total and nuclear but not cytoplasmic
d as described in the RNA, derived from hybridization of the probe to transcripts
ze as a consequence of having 3' ends that extended beyond the limits of the probe
d. The positions of the and into a region that is devoid of a pA signal as determined
Is are provided. The by DNA sequencing of 850 bp beyond the probe (34a). The
,resent the average of 446-nt fragment, which was detected with total, nuclear, and

cytoplasmic RNA, could derive from hybridization of the
probe to transcripts having 3' ends that arose by use of what
appears to be a reasonably good alternative pA signal (50,

the removal of an- 52) that will be referred to as the pA2 site. Additionally, the
446-nt fragment could derive from hybridization to the same

y the A(don/lar-acc) transcripts that protected the 642-nt fragment, provided that
erminate translation the resulting hybrids were subsequently cleaved by RNases
within the unproc- within or around the stretch of 13 A. U base pairs that
altered translational resides 83 nt downstream of the pA site. Actually, both
o contribute to the possibilities appear to be realized. In support of the first
ing 4 nt within exon possibility, there exists a putative pA signal (UAUAAA)
al reading frame of together with a suitably spaced cleavage and polyadenyla-
ct the mRNA level tion site (C a A) and a suitably spaced GU box (GGUU
cpected, given that UN21UUUUU) that, if used, would generate an RNA that
Idle of exon 6 do not protects 446 nt of the probe. Furthermore, cleavage and
(10). polyadenylation appear to be a prerequisite for RNA export

e efficiency of 3'-end to the cytoplasm (15), and a fraction of the RNAs having 3'
o correlate the level ends that map to this site are found in the cytoplasm (see
each of the four below). In support of the second possibility, RNA that was

y of proper 3'-end synthesized in vitro from an intronless TPI DNA that
was analyzed with terminated at the PvuII site residing 277 nt downstream of
Eof the transcripts in the TPI gene (pSPTPI/c+3') and included the internal oli-
ins of transfected L go(A) tract also gave rise to the 446-nt fragment when
nly 32P-labeled, an- analyzed by RNase mapping (Fig. 5A, lane 8). Furthermore,
ch consisted of TPI the abundance of the 446-nt fragment and, by inference, the
the 3' untranslated frequency of cleavage by RNases A and T1 was found to
(Fig. SC). RNase increase with a temperature-induced increase in breathing at

comitantly assaying the A- U duplex (data not shown). For the purposes of
e pMT-Gl construct discussion, the RNA that protects the 642-nt portion of the
:isense transcript of probe will be referred to as C-/A- (for not cleaved and not
3 globin cDNA polyadenylated), the RNA that protects the 446-nt portion of

of exon 3 (Fig. 5C). the probe will be referred to as a mixture of C-/A- and
ells by the normal C2+/A2' (for cleaved and polyadenylated at the pA2 site),
produced in human and the RNA that protects the 365-nt portion of the probe
ks of the TPI probe will be referred to as C+/A+. Notably, the RNA that protects
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FIG. 5. Analysis by RNase mapping of the effects of the intron 6 deletions on 3-end formation. Total cell RNA (A) or nuclear (N) and
cytoplasmic (C) cell RNA (B) were isolated from L cells (cotransfected as described in Materials and Methods), Malme-3 cells, and
untransfected L cells. RNA that was synthesized in vitro was also analyzed in parallel (A). This RNA derived from pSPTPI/c, which generates
intronless TPI RNA that terminates with a synthetic tract of poly(A) at the pA site; pSPTPI/c+3', which generates intronless TPI RNA that
terminates at the PvuII site residing 277 nt downstream of the pA site; or GEM4Z/Gl, which contains 9 nt of exon 2, 216 nt of exon 3, and
39 bp of the pGEM4Z polylinker sequence. Analysis consisted of hybridization with probes for both TPI and j-globin RNAs. A 642-nt TPI
probe was synthesized from recombinant pGEM3Z that contains human TPI DNA from the NdeI site in exon 7 to the PvuII site in 3-flanking
DNA. A 298-nt globin probe was synthesized from recombinant pGEM4Z that contains mouse 3Bmajor-globin cDNA from the BamHI site in
exon 2 to the MboII site in exon 3. Prior to electrophoresis, samples were treated with a mixture of RNases A and T1. As a control, 1/10 of
each of the input RNA probes was electrophoresed without exposure to RNases in lanes 11 and 13 (A). C+/A+ specifies the 365-nt region of the
TPI probe that was protected by TPI transcripts that had been cleaved and polyadenylated at the pA site. The 642- and 446-nt regions of the TPI
probe were protected by C-/A- transcripts that were apparently neither cleaved nor polyadenylated, i.e., extended beyond the PvuII site

C
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TABLE 1. TPI RNA levelsa

Total cell RNA Nuclear RNA

TPIRNA ~ % of (C-/A- + % of nor
% of (C-IA- + %onrmC+IA+ cytoplasmicTPI RNA % of(C-/A-) % C+/A+) % of norm RNA (% of norm)

C-/A- C+/A+ C-/A- C+/A+ C-/A- C+/A+ C-/A- C+/A+

MT-TPI
norm 8 92 100 100 20 ± 4 80 ± 4 100 100 100
A(lar-acc) 85 15 206 3.3 77 23 370 ± 20 18 ± 2 0.3 ± 0
A(don/lar-acc) 23 77 170 53 39 ± 1 61 ± 1 240 ± 14 61 ± 4 43 ± 1
A(intron 6) 17 83 140 68 33 ± 1 67 ± 1 168 ± 33 69 ± 6 65 ± 8

TPI of Malme-3 cells 12 88 15 ± 3 85 ± 3

a The level of each MT-TPI RNA and the TPI RNA of Malme-3 cells was quantitated by phosphorimaging. The phosphorimaging intensity of each
RNase-resistant portion of the probe was normalized by correcting for the number of radioactive nucleotides. The level of each MT-TPI RNA was additionally
normalized to the level of MT-GI mRNA in order to control for variations in the efficiencies of transfection, cell fractionation and RNA recovery. In determining
the percentage of (C-/A- plus C+/A+), the sum of the normalized values for the C-/A- (i.e., 642- and 446-nt fragments) and C+/A+ species that derive from each
MT-TPI construct or the TPI gene of Malme-3 cells was defined as 100%. In determining the percentage of the norm, the normalized values for the C-/A- or
C+/A+ transcripts were calculated as a percentage of the normalized values, respectively, for the C-/A- or C+/A+ transcripts that derived from the normal
MT-TPI construct, each of which was defined as 100. The numbers represent the average of at least two independently performed experiments.

642 nt is likely to be C-/A-, since it is not detected in the
cytoplasm and lacks a canonical pA signal downstream of
the pA2 site. However, this possibility is not proven. The
642-nt protected fragment does not derive from hybridiza-
tion of the probe to transfecting DNA, since the quantity of
the protected fragment is not affected by pretreating the
RNA with RQ RNase-free DNase (Promega) (data not
shown). We believe that the RNA that protects the 446-nt
fragment consists mostly of C-/A- RNA, considering that it
manifests an abundance paralleling the abundance of the
RNA that protects the 642-nt fragment (Fig. 5) and consid-
ering that the pA2 site is inefficiently used relative to the pA
site. A small fraction of this RNA from both the normal
MT-TPI construct and the TPI gene of Malme-3 cells was
detected in the cytoplasm (Fig. SB, lanes 2 and 12) and may
represent C2+/A2' transcripts. As expected, the C+/A+
transcripts from both of these genes is the major RNA
species that was detected in the cytoplasmic fraction (Fig.
5B, lanes 2 and 12).

In the case of the A(lar-acc) construct, deletion of the
lariat and acceptor sites within intron 6 reduced the level of
C+/A+ transcripts in total, nuclear, and cytoplasmic RNA to
3.3, 18, and 0.3% of the normal level, respectively (Fig. 5A,
lane 2; Fig. SB, lanes 3 and 4; Table 1). The ability to detect
C+/A+ RNA in total RNA by RNase mapping but not
Northern blot hybridization (Fig. 4, lane 2) reflects the
relative sensitivity of the two assays. Concomitant with the
decrease in C+/A+ transcripts, C-/A- transcripts in total
and nuclear RNA were increased to 206 and 370% of the
normal level, respectively (Fig. SA, lane 2; Fig. 5B, lane 3;
Table 1). The finding that C+/A+ transcripts were undetect-
able in the cytoplasmic fraction (Fig. SB, lane 4; data not
shown for Northern blotting) is in keeping with the notion
that spliceosome assembly, in this case presumably at the
donor site of intron 6, can impair RNA export to the
cytoplasm when not removed by the process of splicing (8,

18, 25, 28, 43). However, the possibility that the RNA is
exported from the nucleus and subsequently degraded in the
cytoplasm cannot, a priori, be discounted. These data indi-
cate that the reduced level of C+/A+ transcripts in both the
nucleus and the cytoplasm is likely to be the result of
inefficient 3'-end formation due to the A(lar-acc) deletion and
are consistent with the demonstration with nuclear extracts
that a single base change within the acceptor site of the
intron that precedes the poly(A) site affects the efficiency of
cleavage and polyadenylation (39). In theory, the reduced
level of the C+/A+ transcripts could also be attributable to
an abnormally increased rate of decay of these transcripts in
the nucleus.

In the case of the A(don/lar-acc) construct, the additional
deletion of the donor site of intron 6 restored the efficiency of
proper 3'-end formation to closer to normal. The levels of
C+/A+ transcripts in total, nuclear, and cytoplasmic RNA
were 53, 61, and 43% of normal, respectively (Fig. 5A, lane
3, Fig. SB, lanes S and 6; Table 1), and was accompanied by
an increase in the level of C-/A- transcripts in both total and
nuclear RNA to 170 and 240% of normal, respectively, (Fig.
SA, lane 3; Fig. SB, lane 5; Table 1). Since the level of
C+/A+ RNA in the nucleus was 61% of normal and the level
in the cytoplasm was 70% the level in the nucleus (i.e., 43%
of normal), this RNA may manifest a below-normal half-life
in the nucleus, a below-normal efficiency of export to the
cytoplasm, a below-normal half-life in the cytoplasm, or any
combination of these possibilities. Regardless, the reduced
level of C+/A+ RNA in both the nucleus and the cytoplasm
is at least partly due to inefficient 3'-end formation. Export
of this species would be predicted from the finding that the
residual 88 nt of intron 6 are no longer recognized as
excisable sequences and, instead, become part of the final
exon as discussed above.

In the case of the A(intron 6) construct, the deletion of all
of intron 6 was even more effective in restoring the efficiency

of the probe and, in the case of those that protected the 446-nt region, were cleaved by RNases A and T1. The 446-nt region also was protected
by C2+/A2' transcripts that were cleaved and polyadenylated at the pA2 site. The C2+/A2' transcripts in panel B, lane 2, are partly obscured
by a spot of radioactivity; however, the transcripts do exist, as was evident in two other independently performed experiments. Two regions
of the globin probe that consisted of 235 and 250 nt were protected by MT-GI transcripts, as confirmed by using only the globin probe and
the RNA that was analyzed in panel A, lane 2 (data not shown). As an additional confirmation, the same two regions were protected by
transcripts that derived from L cells that had been transfected solely with pMT-Gl. The probes and the protected fragments are
diagrammed(C). Diagonal lines through a restriction enzyme indicate the destruction of the enzyme cleavage site during the cloning process.
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FIG. 6. PCR analysis of the effects of the intron 6 deletions on 3'-end formation. cDNA was made with the primer P2 and poly(A)+ RNA
that derived from the L-cell transfectants or, as a control, Malme-3 cells. The cDNA was then amplified with the primers P1 and P2. The
positions of primer annealing are designated with the dots specifying primer 5' ends and the horizontal arrows specifying the directions of
primer extensions. The multiple positions of P2 annealing correspond to the poly(A) tract that is added posttranscriptionally at the pA and
pA' sites and the oligo(A)13 tract that resides 83 nt downstream of pA. A partial sequence of exon 7 and 3'-flanking DNA is shown below the
cDNA. Within this sequence, the pA signal and G/U box are boxed, and vertical arrows specify the pA and pA' sites. For each RNA specified,
vertical lines mark the 3' termini of the PCR products and numbers denote the number of PCR products having each terminus. C+/A+, cleaved
and polyadenylated; C-/A-, neither cleaved nor polyadenylated. Incidentally, the 3-most sequences include the relatively infrequently used
pA2 site and the GU box of which consists of GGUUUN21UUUUU.

of proper 3'-end formation to normal. The level of C+/A+
transcripts from this construct in total, nuclear, and cyto-
plasmic RNA was 68, 69, and 65% of normal, respectively
(Fig. 5A, lane 4; Fig. 5B, lanes 7 and 8; Table 1), and the
level of C-/A- transcripts was increased in total and nuclear
RNA to only 140 and 168% of the normal level, respectively
(Fig. 5A, lane 4; Fig. 5B, lane 7; Table 1). While this increase
is undoubtedly responsible for the decrease in the level of
both nuclear and cytoplasmic C+/A+ RNA, it is also possible
that C+/A+ RNA is degraded at an abnormally increased
rate in the nucleus. Since the level of this RNA was
comparable in both the nucleus and the cytoplasm, this RNA
was exported to the cytoplasm with a normal efficiency
where it manifested a normal half-life.

It can be concluded by consolidating the data from North-
ern blotting (Fig. 4) and RNase mapping (Fig. 5) that each of
the intron 6 deletions reduces the level of MT-TPI mRNA.
The concomitant accumulation of C-/A- RNA suggests that
the reduction is due, at least in part, to the inefficient
formation of proper 3' ends. The reason for the variable
levels of C-/A- transcripts that are evident for a particular
construct when comparing total and nuclear RNA fractions,
albeit from different transfections, is unknown. Possibly, the
variable levels reflect differences in the metabolic state of
posttransfection cells. Regardless, in all instances, a lower
level of C+/A+ RNA was accompanied by a higher level of
C-/A- RNA, and the level of C-/A- RNA that derived from
each of the constructs, irrespective of the transfection, was
always A(lar-acc) > A(don/lar-acc) > A(intron 6) > normal.
The TPI pA site is the predominant but not sole site of

cleavage and poly(A) addition. Next, the precise sites of
cleavage and polyadenylation that characterize the TPI
transcripts of Malme-3 cells and the MT-TPI transcripts of
each L-cell transfectant were localized. To this end, cDNA
was synthesized from the poly(A)+ fraction of total cell
RNA with the primer P2 [5' CCCAAGCTJFG(T)12 3']. Be-

cause this primer primes both the poly(A) tract that is added
posttranscriptionally and the oligo(A) tract that resides
downstream of the site of poly(A) addition, the relative
abundance of C+/A+ and C-/A- transcripts can be used as
an additional measure of the efficiency of 3'-end formation,
providing that the priming efficiencies of the two tracts are
equal. The cDNAs were amplified by PCR with, as primers,
P2 and P1 (5' GATGGCTGCAGTCCAACGTCTC 3'), the
latter of which primes within exon 6 (Fig. 6), and individual
PCR products were cloned and sequenced.
Only PCR products that corresponded to C+/A+ tran-

scripts were obtained for normal MT-TPI RNA and the TPI
RNA of Malme-3 cells (Fig. 6). While the pA site was used
87% of the time, additional sites of cleavage and polyade-
nylation were evident. These sites resided downstream of
the pA site, within the GU box, and they have been
designated pA' (Fig. 6). Thus, 3'-end formation at the pA site
is usually but not always confined to a single nucleotide. This
may reflect that, despite the presence of a consensus pA
signal and GU box in TPI RNA, the G I U pA site deviates
from the more commonly used C I A or U I A pA sites (3,
50) (Fig. 6). This idea is consistent with the finding with
nuclear extracts that mutation of the consensus C I A pA
site to a nonconsensus C l C or C I U pA site results in
heterogeneity in the site of cleavage without an effect on the
efficiency of 3'-end formation (44).

Deletion of the lariat and acceptor sites precluded the
detectable production of C+/A+ RNA. All of the 13 A(lar-
acc) transcripts that were analyzed were C-/A-, as indi-
cated by all of the corresponding PCR products having a
distal end that coincided with the internal oligo(A) tract.
These findings are not unexpected, given the low level of
C+/A+ RNA that was characteristic of the A(lar-acc) con-
struct. Also following expectations, transcripts that derived
from both the A(don/lar-acc) and A(intron 6) constructs were
primarily (87 and 89%, respectively) C+/A+ but also C-/A-
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(13 and 11%, respectively). As for the normal MT-TPI
construct, heterogeneity at the site of cleavage and poly(A)
addition was evident for A(intron 6). A complete sequence

analysis of each of the PCR products (data not shown)
demonstrated that the intron 6 sequences were present or

absent from the product mRNA of each construct as dem-
onstrated previously by PCR analysis of the RNAs examined
by Northern blotting (Fig. 4). It should be noted that a

significantly larger number of PCR products would have to
be analyzed in order to detect the relatively infrequently
used pA2 site.

DISCUSSION

In this report, we examine in cultured cells the role of
introns within TPI pre-mRNA. We have found that not all
introns contribute equally to mRNA formation. Of the
individual introns examined, intron 1 appears to be dispens-
able. In contrast, introns 2 and 6 are less dispensable. While
the role of intron 2 remains to be addressed, intron 6 appears

to function in 3'-end formation. It does not appear to
function in transcription initiation as demonstrated by nu-

clear run-on analysis of intron 6-less and intron 6-containing
constructs (unpublished data). Deletion of the lariat and
acceptor sites of this intron resulted in an abnormally high
nuclear level of nonadenylated transcripts having a 3' end
that extended beyond the most frequently used site of
cleavage and poly(A) addition and essentially eliminated
mRNA formation. At face value, these findings suggest that
3'-end formation is negatively affected by either the failure to
assemble components of a spliceosome at the lariat-acceptor
splice site or the partial assembly of a spliceosome (i.e., at
the donor but not lariat-acceptor splice site). Data from other
laboratories demonstrating that deletion of the donor site of
the last intron has little or no effect on 3'-end formation (11,
39) support the first possibility (see below). Therefore, the
lariat-acceptor splice site of the final intron appears to
function in 3'-end formation. However, the second possibil-
ity is also realistic, given recent studies of adenovirus
constructs harboring a polyadenylation signal downstream
of an exon into which a donor splice site had been inserted
(38). As a consequence of the insertion, product RNA was

inefficiently polyadenylated and inefficiently cross-linked to
the CstF polyadenylation factor in nuclear extracts. In an

analogous fashion, it is possible that spliceosome assembly
at the intron 6 donor site of A(lar-acc) transcripts inhibits
3'-end formation by inhibiting the lariat-acceptor splice site
of the penultimate intron, intron 5, from substituting for the
lariat-acceptor splice site that was deleted from intron 6. A
direct test for function of the intron 6 donor splice site on

3'-end formation proved to be uninformative, since deletion
solely of this site resulted in exon 6 skipping (unpublished
data). This result is not unexpected for an RNA harboring
multiple introns (9, 42 and references therein).
The requirement of a functional splice acceptor site within

the last intron for efficient 3'-end formation is consistent with
data that derive from cultured cells for either SV40-CAT
gene transcripts (11) or SV40 late gene transcripts (49) and
data that derive from nuclear extracts for transcripts of an

adenovirus-SV40 gene under some (39) but not all (36)
circumstances. The SV40-CAT gene transcripts harbored
two SV40 donor sites upstream of a single SV40 acceptor
site. The adenovirus-SV40 gene transcripts contained two

exons and a single intron of the major late transcription unit
of human adenovirus fused within exon 2 to a polyadenyla-
tion cassette from the late unit of SV40. In contrast to

deleting the acceptor site, deleting either the 3'-most donor
site of the SV40-CAT gene (11) or the only donor site of the
adenovirus-SV40 gene was found to have no effect on the
efficiency of 3'-end formation, suggesting that it is spliceo-
some assembly at the acceptor site rather than the process of
intron removal per se that facilitates 3'-end formation. It was
hypothesized that spliceosome assembly at the acceptor site
of the last intron may facilitate the binding of the complex
that is active in pre-mRNA cleavage and polyadenylation
(39). Our data validate this hypothesis.
The finding that the A(lar-acc) transcripts, unlike those

that harbor a normal intron 6 sequence, are not detected in
the cytoplasm corroborates the observation (8, 28, 43) that
spliceosome assembly on an RNA precludes the export of
that RNA to the cytoplasm. We reason that spliceosome
assembly at the intron,6 donor site in the absence of
spliceosome assembly at the intron 6 lariat-acceptor site
results in nuclear retention either directly, or because of the
negative effect on RNA 3'-end formation, or both. Consis-
tent with these reasonings, the additional deletion of this
donor site alleviates, albeit incompletely, both the block in
RNA export and the inefficiency in RNA 3'-end formation.
The construct in which all of intron 6 is deleted resulted in

a lower level of RNA with an unprocessed 3' end and a
higher level of mRNA (51% of normal) than either the
A(lar-acc) or the A(don/lar-acc) construct. The conclusion
that intron 6 augments 3'-end formation derives solely from
these findings. A similar conclusion was reached for the
human 1-globin gene. Complete deletion of the final (second)
intron of the globin gene was found to reduce the level of
P-globin mRNA by reducing the efficiency of 3'-end forma-
tion, while deletion of the first intron was found to have a
less drastic effect on the level of mRNA without an effect on
3'-end formation (12). For the TPI gene, the fact that some
properly cleaved and polyadenylated RNA is formed in the
absence of intron 6 suggests that one or more of the
remaining introns can serve as a functional substitute for
intron 6 with about half the efficiency. It is possible that the
reduction in mRNA abundance that accompanies the sole
deletion of intron 2 as well as the deletions of more than one
intron (Fig. 1 and 2) is due entirely or partly to inefficient
3'-end formation. Our finding that the simultaneous deletion
of introns 1 through 5 results in an abnormally high level of
C-/A- transcripts and an abnormally low level of C+/A+
transcripts indicates that the presence of intron 6 is not
sufficient for efficient 3'-end formation and is consistent with
the idea that one or more of the other introns might also
function in 3'-end formation (unpublished data). Additional
ways in which the intron deletions could result in an abnor-
mally low level of C+/A+ transcripts include but are not
limited to (i) disruption of other posttranscriptional meta-
bolic events that are distinct from splicing but coordinated
by one or more of the introns and (ii) disruption of the RNA
folding pathway.
The final intron might contain specific sequences that

function more effectively in 3'-end formation than do the
sequences of the upstream intron(s). In theory, these specific
sequences could reside between the donor, lariat, and the
acceptor splice sites or could consist of the splice sites
themselves, or both. If spliceosome assembly on the last
intron rather than the process of intron removal per se
facilitates 3'-end formation, then these specific sequences
could confer a rate of intron removal that is sufficiently slow
relative to the rate of spliceosome assembly to provide
sufficient time between the two processes for the commit-
ment if not the completion of 3'-end formation. Alterna-
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tively, the distance between the final intron and the pA site
might influence 3'-end formation. If so, then the decrease in
the efficiency of 3'-end formation as a consequence of
deleting the last intron would be the result of an increase in
this distance by the size of the penultimate exon. If the
maintenance of a particular distance between the final intron
and the pA site is a requirement for efficient 3'-end forma-
tion, then this distance must be quite variable between genes
given the large variations in the size of last exons (22).
Furthermore, it was demonstrated for the 3-globin gene of
Xenopus laevis that a reduction in the distance between the
last intron and the pA site by 80 bp had no effect on either the
efficiency or the accuracy of cleavage and polyadenylation
(31).
Experiments planned for the future aim to define for TPI

pre-mRNA the mechanism by which intron 6 sequences
function in 3'-end formation and to determine if other introns
other than intron 6 influence the efficiency of 3'-end forma-
tion.
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